GENERAL 19-WEEK COURSES

ARABIC - LEVEL 1 (LFA00005L)
Term 1
- (1) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in AEW/105 Alcuin College East Wing
- (2) Mon 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in AEW/105 Alcuin College East Wing
- (3) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in V/C/109 Vanbrugh College C Block

ARABIC - LEVEL 2 (LFA00006L)
Term 1
- Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in V/C/109 Vanbrugh College C Block

CHINESE - LEVEL 1 (LFA00003L)
Term 1
- (1) Tues 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/101 Spring Lane Building
- (2) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in SLB/105 - Spring Lane Building (Credit students only)
- (3) Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in ATB/042 Seebohm Rowntree Building
- (4) Thu 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in V/C/123 Vanbrugh College C Block

CHINESE - LEVEL 2 (LFA00004L)
Term 1
- Mon 5.00 pm – 7.00 pm in SLB/101 Spring Lane Building

CHINESE - LEVEL 3 (LFA00012C)
Term 1
- Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in J/Q/005 James College Q Block

CLASSICAL LATIN - LEVEL 1 (LFA00018L)
Term 1
- (2) Wed 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in SLB/102 Spring Lane Building
- (1) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in ATB/037 Seebohm Rowntree Building

CLASSICAL LATIN - LEVEL 2 (LFA00037L)
Term 1
- Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in ATB/037 Seebohm Rowntree Building

DUTCH - LEVEL 1 (LFA00019L)
Term 1
- (1) Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/101 Spring Lane Building
FRENCH - LEVEL 1 (LFA00013L)

Term 1
- (4) Mon 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in LFA/144 Harry Fairhurst Building, Library
- (1) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in D/L/037 Derwent College L Block
- (2) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in AEW/106 Alcuin College East Wing
- (3) Wed 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in ATB/035 Seebohm Rowntree Building
- (5) Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in D/L/003 Derwent College L Block

FRENCH – LEVEL 1 PLUS (LFA00020L)

Term 1
- (2) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in ATB/035 Seebohm Rowntree Building
- (3) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in AEW/106 Alcuin College East Wing
- (1) Thu 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in D/L/003 Derwent College L Block

FRENCH - LEVEL 2 (LFA00014L)

Term 1
- (1) Tues 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in P/L/006 Physics/Exhibition Centre
- (3) Thurs 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in ATB/042 Seebohm Rowntree Building
- (2) Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in ATB/035 Seebohm Rowntree Building
- (4) Tues 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in LFA/144 Harry Fairhurst Building, Library

FRENCH - LEVEL 2 PLUS (LFA00015L)

Term 1
- (1) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in V/C/109 Vanbrugh College C Block
- (2) Wed 3.00 pm – 5.00 pm in V/C/109 Vanbrugh College C Block

FRENCH - LEVEL 3 (LFA00004C)

Term 1
- (2) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in G/020 James College
- (1) Wed 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in G/002 James College
- (3) Thu 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in V/C/109 Vanbrugh College C Block

FRENCH - LEVEL 4 (LFA00003I)

Term 1
- Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/101 Spring Lane Building

FRENCH – LEVEL 5 (LFA00003H)

Term 1
- Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/103 Spring Lane Building

GERMAN - LEVEL 1 (LFA00011L)

Term 1
- (3) Mon 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in AEW/106 Alcuin College East Wing
- (1) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/004 Spring Lane Building
- (4) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in AEW/105 Alcuin College East Wing
- (2) Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/103 Spring Lane Building
GERMAN – LEVEL 1 PLUS (LFA00021L)
Term 1
● (2) Thurs 2.00 pm – 4.00 pm in W/304 Wentworth
● (1) Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in AEW/105 Alcuin College East Wing

GERMAN - LEVEL 2 (LFA00012L)
Term 1
● (1) Mon 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in SLB/106 Spring Lane Building [credit students]
● (2) Wed 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in AEW/105 Alcuin College East Wing

GERMAN - LEVEL 2+ (LFA00062L)
Term 1
● Mon 6.00 pm - 8.00 pm in SLB/006 Spring Lane Building

GERMAN - LEVEL 3 (LFA00003C)
Term 1
● (1) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in AEW/106 Alcuin College East Wing
● (2) Tue 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in V/N/123a - Vanbrugh Nucleus

GERMAN – LEVEL 4 (LFA00002I)
Term 1
● Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/002 Spring Lane Building

GERMAN – LEVEL 5 (LFA00002H)
Term 1
● Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/103 Spring Lane Building

ITALIAN - LEVEL 1 (LFA00001L)
Term 1
● (3) Wed 3.00 pm – 5.00 pm in V/C/123 Vanbrugh College C Block
● (2) Mon 6.00 pm - 8.00 pm in SLB/003 Spring Lane Building
● (4) Thu 2.00 pm – 4.00 pm in V/N/123a Vanbrugh Nucleus
● (5) Mon 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in SLB/003 Spring Lane Building
● (1) Thurs 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/004 Spring Lane Building

ITALIAN - LEVEL 2 (LFA00002L)
Term 1
● (1) Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/105 Spring Lane Building

ITALIAN - LEVEL 2 PLUS (LFA00074L)
Term 1
● Mon 3.00 pm – 5.00 pm - V/N/123a Vanbrugh Nucleus

ITALIAN – LEVEL 3 (LFA00001C)
Term 1
● Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/103 Spring Lane Building
ITALIAN – LEVEL 4 (LFA000015I)

Term 1
● Mon 6.00 pm - 8.00 pm in SLB/004 Spring Lane Building

JAPANESE – LEVEL 1 (LFA00016L)

Term 1
● (1) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/001 Spring Lane Building
● (5) Tue 11.00 am - 1.00 pm in SLB/103 Spring Lane Building
● (4) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in G/020 James College
● (2) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in G/020 James College
● (3) Wed 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in AEW/106 Alcuin College East Wing

JAPANESE – LEVEL 2 (LFA00017L)

Term 1
● Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/001 Spring Lane Building

JAPANESE – LEVEL 3 (LFA00008C)

Term 1
● Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/102 Spring Lane Building

MEDIEVAL LATIN – LEVEL 1 (LFA00022L)

Term 1
● (1) Wed 1.00 pm – 3.00 pm in SLB/004 Spring Lane Building
● (2) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/104 Spring Lane Building

MEDIEVAL LATIN – LEVEL 2 (LFA00068L)

Term 1
● (1) Mon 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in SLB/105 Spring Lane Building

MODERN GREEK – LEVEL 1 (LFA00023L)

Term 1
● Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/005 Spring Lane Building

POLISH – LEVEL 1 (LFA00029L)

Term 1
● Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/001 Spring Lane Building

PORTUGUESE – LEVEL 1 (LFA00024L)

Term 1
● Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in P/T/0007 Physics/Exhibition Centre
RUSSIAN – LEVEL 1 (LFA00007L)

Term 1
- (3) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/102 Spring Lane Building
- (1) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in ATB/035 Seebohm Rowntree Building
- (2) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in ATB/042 Seebohm Rowntree Building

RUSSIAN – LEVEL 2 (LFA00008L)

Term 1
- Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/003 Spring Lane Building

SPANISH – LEVEL 1 (LFA00009L)

Term 1
- (2) Mon 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in G/020 James College
- (1) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in D/L/006 Derwent College L Block
- (3) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in ATB/035 Seebohm Rowntree Building
- (4) Wed 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in G/020 James College
- (5) Thu 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in D/L/047 Derwent College L Block
- (6) Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in V/C/123 Vanbrugh C Block

SPANISH – LEVEL 1 PLUS (LFA00025L)

Term 1
- (2) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in D/L/003 Derwent College L Block
- (1) Wed 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in AEW/106 Alcuin College East Wing

SPANISH – LEVEL 2 (LFA00010L)

Term 1
- (1) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm - V/C/123 Vanbrugh College C Block
- (2) Tue 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm - V/C/123 Vanbrugh College C Block

SPANISH – LEVEL 3 (LFA00002C)

Term 1
- (2) Mon 3.00 pm – 5.00 pm in V/C/109 Vanbrugh College C Block
- (1) Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/007 Spring Lane Building
- (3) Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in V/C/109 Vanbrugh College C Block

SPANISH – LEVEL 4 (LFA00001I)

Term 1
- Thu 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in J/P/004 James College P Block

SPANISH – LEVEL 5 (LFA00001H) -

Term 1
- Mon 6.00 pm – 8.00 pm in SLB/002 Spring Lane Building
LANGUAGES FOR SPECIFIC ACADEMIC PURPOSES

ITALIAN FOR ART HISTORIANS – LEVEL 1 (LFA00032L)

Term 1
● (2) Wed 9.00 am - 11.00 pm in B/M/049 Biology
● (1) Tue 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm in B/M/049 Biology

LANGUAGES FOR INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY

FRENCH FOR INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY - INTERMEDIATE (LFA00079L)

Term 1
● Wed 3.00 pm – 5.00 pm in SLB/101 Spring Lane Building

CONVERSATION & CULTURE COURSES

INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION & CULTURE 8-WEEK COURSE (LFA00052L)

Term 1
● Wed 2.00 pm - 3.30 pm in J/Q/004 James College Q Block

INTERMEDIATE ITALIAN CONVERSATION & CULTURE 8-WEEK COURSE (LFA00053L)

Term 1
● Fri 12.00 pm - 1.30 pm in SLB/101 Spring Lane Building

ADVANCED ITALIAN CONVERSATION & CULTURE 8-WEEK COURSE (LFA00038L)

Term 1
● Fri 10.30 am – 12.00 am in SLB/004 Spring Lane Building

LANGUAGES@LUNCHTIME

FRENCH@LUNCHTIME - BEGINNER LEVEL (LFA00042L)

Term 1
● Wed 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm in J/Q/004 James College Q Block

FRENCH@LUNCHTIME - POST - BEGINNER LEVEL (LFA00047L)

Term 1
● Thurs 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm in SLB/103 Spring Lane Building

POST-BEGINNER PORTUGUESE@LUNCHTIME (LFA00081L)

Term 1, 2 & 3
● Tue 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm in J/Q/005 James College Q Block